




Introduction
The White House,

Designed and 
Detailed by     

Sussanne Khan is 
an Iconic structure 

which takes its 
inspiration from the 
British Colonial era 

of architecture. 
With its French 

Style windows and 
conceptually lounge 

terrace garden, 
The White House 
is Grandeur in its 

own.



The 
    City

Coimbatore 
 

An agglomerate and 2nd largest city in the Indian state of 
Tamil Nadu.

It is one of the fastest growing tier-II cities in India. 

 The city has a pleasant, salubrious climate due to its proximity 
to thickly forested mountain ranges and the cool breeze blowing 

through the Palghat gap, harbouring 116 species of birds. 

The City is surrounded by the Western Ghats mountain range
 to the West and the North, with reserve forests and the 

Nilgiri Biosphere on the northern side.

The White House Coimbatore is a stately, elegant, designer home 
which offers 48 well created, spacious, premium apartments 

spread over 1.2 acres of land in the most 
centralized premium location of 

Coimbatore. 

 Falcons, Flamingos and the Fantails, 
are some of the migratory birds that 
visit Coimbatore wetlands regularly.





The 
     White House



The 
     Flamingo Wing

N
The 
     Floor Plan

THE WHITE HOUSE
coimbatore

Unit A (1959 sq.ft)

Unit B (2438 sq.ft) 

Unit C (1612 sq.ft)

Unit D (1346 sq.ft) 
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The 
     Falcon Wing

N
The 
     Floor Plans

THE WHITE HOUSE
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Unit A (2447 sq.ft)

Unit B (2659 sq.ft) 

Unit C ( 2691 sq.ft)

Unit D (2186 sq.ft) A

B
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The 
     Fantail Wing

Unit A (3177 sq.ft)

Unit B (2686 sq.ft) 

Unit C (2653 sq.ft)

Unit D (2757 sq.ft) 

N
The 
     Floor Plans
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THE WHITE HOUSE
coimbatore

The 
     Terrace

          Indoor games court Swimming Pool
Changing Room

BBQ Lounge
Cabana Seating

Gazebo Pergola
Seating

Yoga/
Reflexology

Children
Play area



THE WHITE HOUSE
coimbatore

The 
     Swimming Pool

Kitchen

Bathroom
The 
      Terrace



The 
     Details

Structure 

Stilt plus 4 storeyed RCC framed structure.
Each apartment adheres to the principles of Vaastu Shastra.
Each apartment has three side ventilation.
Grand main Entrance. 

Common Areas

Beautifully Sculpted landscape and pathways.
3 elegantly designed entrance lobbies.
Gated and fully secured community.
Two covered car parks for each apartment. 
Automatic lifts for each wing. 

Living Room

Entrance foyer to receive guests. 
Exclusive pooja room attached to the living. 
Superior quality flooring carefully handpicked by Sussanne Khan. 
Large French windows with excellent ventilation.

Dining - Bedrooms - Corridors

Exclusively handpicked vitrified tiles and skirting. 
Premium Emulsion paint for walls and ceiling. 

Bathrooms

Jaguar or equivalent quality faucet fittings. 
Superior vitrified/anti-skid tiled flooring. 
High quality Emulsion paint for ceiling.
Classy glass shower cubicle. 

Kitchen 

High end polished granite top.
Superior stainless steel sink with drain board. 
Glazed ceramic tiles for wall dado 2’ above counter. 
High quality emulsion paint for the ceiling and rest of the walls. 
Provision for all gadgets using highest quality fixtures.  

Electricals

Weather resistant concealed wiring.
Adequate three-phase power supply with safe trip in each apartment.
Specific generator capacity for each apartment and for all common areas.
Beautifully landscaped lighting solutions for the common area.
Superior grade electrical switches and plates.
Provision for air conditioning of each room.  

Amenities - Other Features

Elegantly designed entrance lobbies. 
Swimming pool on the terrace with beautifully sculpted gardens.
Dedicated yoga and reflexology area on the terrace. 
Designer two storeyed contemporary Club House. 
Air - Conditioned Multipurpose hall with service area. 
Children’s play area with the latest equipment’s.
Air - Conditioned fully equipped gymnasium.
BBQ area on the terrace with lounge seating. 
Contemporary library and games area dedicated on the terrace. 
Beautifully landscaped rooftop gardens with green patch. 

The 
     Highlights

THE WHITE HOUSE
coimbatore



SUSSANNE KHAN
Sussanne Khan has practised the art of design for 15 years. She is the founder of India’s leading 

conceptual interior design store, “The Charcoal Project”. 

The store came to life in 2011 and changed the meaning of curated interior design in India. 

A victim of a curious mind, Sussanne used her imagination and talents to create diverse design 
stories inspired by the history of art and architecture through the ages. Her signature is  
a seamless blending of industrial masculine tone with feminine classical shabby chic. 

Sussanne Khan obtained an Associate Art Degree in Interior Design from Brooks College,  
Long Beach, California in the year 1995.

Today, at thirty-eight, she straddles the world of fusion architecture, interior design  
play and original product design. All these disciplines always remain true to her  

foundation philosophy ‘It’s all in the details’.

She coined a unique term that best describes her efforts in creativity “To charcoal”,  
or in other words, “To make a thing come alive”. 

Sussanne’s design projects include private residences, retail spaces, corporate offices,  
destination villas and architectural concepts.



The 
     Core

THE WHITE HOUSE
coimbatore

The 
     Location

Painstakingly 
detailed and 

perfectly located.
The White house 

stands tall amongst 
five major hotels, 

educational institutes 
and hospitals, 

all of  which are 
conveniently located

within a 
small radius. 

5 Star hotel
Educational Institutes
Hospitals
Financial Institutions
Recreational Area

Mr. Agnelorajesh Athaide

Mr. Agnelorajesh Athaide commands more than two decades of expertise in the fields of Technology, Education, 
Construction & Hospitality. Established in 1992, St.Angelos is one of the leading groups serving the needs of the discerning 
clientele. As the Chairman & Managing Director of St. Angelos group, he is passionate about creating theme based 
properties with good infusion of latest technology into all his developments. He believes that space should be created where 
vision, intellect, spirit & action align to deliver world class conceptual projects. Agnelorajesh is a renowned 
personality with the attitude of always providing the best to his client.

Ms. Sugra Athaide

Ms. Sugra Agnelorajesh Athaide is  a dynamic businesswoman and currently the Director for HR & Finance for St. 
Angelo’s Computers Ltd. and for all the real estate initiatives of the group.

Mr. Nagu Chidambaram

Mr.Nagu Chidambaram,son of Tamil Nadu’s legendary personality  Mr.VN.Chidambaram Chettiar 
(ex-Chairman of Madurai Meenakshi Temple) is the Founder & Managing Director of Sun Industries & Sun 
Investments. He has won the National award for “The best Entrepreneur of the year” from the then President of India, 
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam. He is the Director-Finance & Project Management for all the real estate initiatives of the 
group.                                                                                                                                                               

Ms. Geetha Nagu
 
Ms. Geetha Nagu is a successful businesswoman and Founder & Managing Director of OCE Professional Education.
She is the Director-Business Development for all the real estate initiatives of the group.



Site Address:

The White House
Door no 6,Sundaresar Layout Road, (Opp. to Stanes Motors on Trichy Road),

Coimbatore-641018. 
Contact : Mr. Prabhakaran - +91 9500933233.

Chennai Address:

No.5, PMK Nagar, Mahalingapuram Main Road, Chennai-34.
Contact: 044-65457070.

Mumbai Address:

6th floor, Jyoti Plaza, S V Road, Kandivli (w), Mumbai 400 067.
Contact: 022-67899000.   

For Enquiries call: 
+91 8767861111/ 9500933233

email : enquiries@whitehousecoimbatore.com

Disclaimer: The visuals and information contained in this Brochure is indicative of the kind of development that is proposed, subject to the approval of the au-
thorities. In the interest of the project or continuing improvement, the promoters / developers reserve the right to change plans, specifications or features 

without prior notice or obligations. This Brochure is issued for guidance only and does not constitute part of an offer or contract.

ARCHITECTS, INTERIOR DESIGNERS & CONSULTANTS

Estd. 1932


